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• Decision as· 07 020 JUL. 8 1988 

BEFORE THE· POBLIC'UTILITIES'COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFO~ 

Investigation on the commission's own· ) 
motion 'into the meth04s- to be utilized ) 
by the Commission to establish the ) 
proper leve~ ot expense' tor ratem.akinq ) I.86-~~-019 
purposes tor p~lic utilities and ) (Filed November ~4,. ~986) 
other regulated entities due to the ) 
changes resultinq trom the 1986 Tax ) 
Reform. Act. ) 

--------------------------------...-.), 
ORDER: ON PE"rI'tION FOR KODIFICATXON 

QF PECXSXQH 87=09=026 OF THE ern: OF HQUNTAXN VDW 

On February 2,' :1:988, the City ot Mountain View (Mountain 
View) filed its petition tor Modification of Decision (D.) 
87-09-026, dated. September 10,1987. Mountain View requests that 
D.87-09-026 be modified to reflect Internal Revenue Service' (IRS) 

• 
Notice 87~82, ~. BUlletin No. 1987-51 (December 21, 1987) , 
(Notice). Mountain View contends that the Notice confirms that 
contributions paid t~p~lic utilities by governmental entities for 

-
relocating or underqroundinq utility facilities or in connection 

, ;. 

with threatened condemnation should not be considered to be taxable 
und.er Section 824 of the 'l'ax Reform Act of ~986, Public Law No. 
99-514 CTRA-86).~ ~ 

• 

that: 
Mountain View requests that D.87-09-026 be modified. so 

(a) Utilities be permanently barred from 
charging- a gross-up on pay:ents by a 
governmental entity to a public utility 
where the payment *does not reasonably 

~ Before TRA-86 such contributions paid in money or in kind to a 
public utility wer~ considered a contribution to the utility'S 
capital. Under 'rRA-86 they are treated as qross income of the 
utility subject to taxation • 
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(b) 

(c) 

ALJ/lcr:/jt * 

relate to the provisions of services by 
ethel utility ••• but rather relates to the 
benefit ot the public at large. N (Notice 
at 11.) 

Bar any qross-up ot payments made by 
governmental entities that meet the 
criteria ot Section 1031 or 1033 ot the 
Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.). 

Utilities no longer be permitted to 
require Nwritten assurance that the risk 

'ot contrary IRS ruling will be·borne by 
the government agency ••• N regarding these 
sorts. o~ payments. 'rhe risk of Ncontrary 
IRS rulingN has been eliminated by the 
Notice tor these types of payments by 
governmental entities. 

Mountain View requests that the Commission not modify 
0.87-09-026 reqardin~ contributions for extending service to· new 
governmental projects, since it 4oes. not agree with the :ms 
findings. Payments tor extensions to new public buildings should 
continue to be collected by the utilities net ot tax for'tw~ years 
from the issuance of 0.87-09-026, provided that'governmental 
entities provide adequate written assurance that they will pay any . ., 
tax the IRS ultimately determines to be due. This will allow time 
for the municipalities to obtain regulatory or legislative relief 
from the IRS's adverse determination regarding payments tor line 
extensions. 

The State of california by.and through the Department ot 
Transportation (cal Trans) also tiled a petition requesting 
modifications similar to· Mountain View"s and also in support of 
Mountain View's Petition tor Modification ot D.&7-06-026 with 
respect to· forbidding- any qross-up· of payments. made by governmental 
entities that meet . the 'criteria ot Section 1031 or 1033. .of the 
I.R.C. Since calTrans' petition is. similar to Mountain View's 
petition, it will· not be repeated.. 
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• Responses 'to Petitions tor Modification 
Responses to the peti~ions for Modification were filed DY 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company :(PG&E), Southern california Gas 
Company (Socal), and San Diego Gas &: Electric Company (SDG&:E). In 
addition, SDG&E tiled an alternative Petition for Moditication of 
0.87-09-026 designed to address changes it,teels are necessary to 
'retieet, the impacts of the Notice. Specifically, with the issuance 

, ' 

of the N0:tic:e, SOG&E believes 0.87-09~OZ6's reference to obtaining 
,a revenue ruling by september, 9, 1989 should be expunged.. SOC&:E 
also Delieves the commission should eliminate the If'written 
assurancesif' requirement which was to l:>e used only until an IRS 
Ruling was issued. SDG&E fu.%-ther l:>elieves the Commission should . , 
modify 'the decision to instruct utilities not to gross-up for taxes 
where, the transaction is clearly not taxable, to gross-up' for 
taxes where the transaction is elearly taxable, and to gross-up' for 
taxes when the utility reasonably believes uncertainty exists 
regarding whether or not the transaction is taxable. 

~' While the utilities were generally in agreement in their 
responses to, the Petitions for Modification, there were several 
areas in which their recommendations differed. In those situations 
the utilities will be identified by eompany names. 

Responding utilities are in general agreement that the ~ 
Notice clarifies the nontaxable nature of governmental payments ~or 
many relocations including highway relocation and most government
sponsored undergroundings. Moreover, the utilities are in 
agreement that the Notice is not as broad-sweeping as Mountain View 
suggests, since it ineludes conditional language which clearly 
limits the extent of potential exclusion.. Based upon the 
conditional lanquage included in .the Notice" utilities believe .that 
relocations and underqroundings pertormed in connection with a 
development requiring new utility serviees may still be' taxable, 
even though payments for such relocation and undergrounding work 
are made by a governmental agency. 
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• Responding utilities further agree that transactions 
qualifying under sections 1031 and. 1033 of the I.R.e. should be 
treated under those'provisions and not as a taxable contribution. 
However, the utilities note that for this exemption to apply, there 
must first be a determination that the transaction qualifies under 
these Code provisions. 

• 

, .• 

Finally, responding utilities agree that the Notice 
clarifies the taxability of payments by governmental agencies tor 

'line extensions providing new services. This is the case whether 
or not the utility service is. for the public benefit .. 
Proposals to Dgplement the Noti!Ce 

A. Nontaxable Situations 
In circumstances involving relocations and 

underqroundings which are clearly nontaxable under the Notice as 
well as transactions clearly qualifying under I .. R.C. sect;ion 103-1 
or 1033, PG&E will require neither a Hqross-upH nor a written 
Hcontract to pay.H Such circumstances include most, if not all~ 
state highway relocation work as well as nearly all underqroundinqs 
of existing utility lines paid for by special assessment districts 
or out of general governmental funds. When the transaction is 
clearly nontaxable, there is no disagreement among the three 
utilities filing responses as to the appropriateness o·f... this 
approach. 

Be Taxability Vrwertain 
While the Notice clarifies that governmental payments for 

many relocations are nontaxable, it identities some factual 
circumstances in which relocations would be treated as CIACs and 
included in gross income, if such payments relate to the prQvisi2D 
.2! service by the utility. Because the Notice does not address 
every factual scenario that may arise, there will be situations 
where reasonable persons may differ on the taxability issue. 
However, the Notice itself is very clear that reloeations relating 
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• to the provisi2n 9.t. service will 'be treatecl as CIACs uncler 'I'RA-86, 

and included ~n gross income. 
In circumstances where relocations orundergroundings 

,appear. to be exempt trom tax uncler the Notice but where some 'doubt 
exists, PG&E proposes to require a new, less onerous torm ot 
""written assurance* :from. a governmental agency. Such form will not 

, r.e~ire that the government agency receive a ""favorable IRS 
determination* by-september 9, 1989, but will merely cover the 
situation 'where there is an unexpected,- adverse IRS determination. 
, I . , 

onder,PG&E's proposal the government agency would be releasee; from 
its ""written assurance*, if it could obtain a favorable IRS ruling. 
In those circumstances where PG&E continues to have reasonable 
doubt regarding the nontaxability of a govern:mental transaction, 
PG&E would request that the govern:mental agency receive a favorable 
r.RS determination within a reasonable period. PG&E would collect 
the gross-up only, if suCh a tavorable determination could not be 
obtained. Socal's position is silnilar to' PG&E's. 

~. SOG&E's position di:fters from the oth~r two utilities ,in 
situations where, the taxability of the governmental transaction is 
uncertain and the utilitY believes a reasonable risk of taxability 
exists. In that situation SDG&E believes the utility should be 
permitted to gross-up tor taxes. SOG&E's'reasons for allowing 
gross-up are: 

1. Written assurances are an inter~ measure 
to be utilized only until the IRS issues a 
Notice of Revenue Ruling. Such notice has 
been issued. 

2. continuing to accept written assurances 
when there is a reasonable risk that the 
transaction is taxable is inconsistent with 
the decision's finding that the best 
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procedure to reduce ratepayer risk2 and 
protect the utility is to require the 
utilities to collect the tax ~oss-up on 
all contributions (D. at 67). 

3. Grossing-up, governmental contributions when 
the utility believes there is a reasonable 
risk ot taxability is consistent with 
prudent tax cOllection practices. Vendors 
collect all pertinent taxes unless the 
vendee can prove the transaction is t~ 
exempt. Any other practice puts the vendor 
(utility company) at risk tor payment ot 
tax. 

4. It would be impractical, costly, and overly 
burdensome tor SDG&E to accept written 
assurances pending further IRS direction. 
The only likely additional IRS direction is 
*Private Letter Rulings* because the IRS 
has already issued a generic Revenue Ruling 
ClrNotice*).. Private letter rulings are 
fact specific and not binding even when 
identical facts exist in anotheli" 
transaction. Each transaction requires a 
separate private letter ruling proceeding.' 
Each yearSDG&E engages in hundreds ot 

2 SDG&E and PG&E disaqree regardinq the acceptance of written 
assurances when taxability ot the transaction is uncertain .. ' 'l'he 
reason may be because PG&E has Chosen Methoci Five and SOG&E the 
Maryland Method.. The Maryland Method. places the risk of not 
collecting the amounts secured by the written assurances on the 
utilities' shareholders; Method Five places this risk on the 
ratepayers. . 

v 

3 A written assurance gives SOG&E nothing more than a right-to- ~ 
sue. Given the costs of litigation and the technical nuances of 
governmental budgeting which can defeat a valid cla~ for money, a 
right-to-sue to collect tax dollars may not be worth the paper on 
which the *written assurances* are written. 

It other utilities are willing to accept written assurances in 
lieu ot grossing-up contributions for taxes, they should be 
per.mittedt~ do S~. However, no utility should be allowed to pass 
on to :ratepayers any costs or losses assoeiated with accepting . 
written assurances.. 
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• projects involvin~ governmental entities 
where the ta.nbill. ty of the transaction may , 
be at issue. Because the decision 
presently requires utilities that receive 
written assurances to "'cooperate'" with the 
governmental entities attempting to obtain 
an :tRS ruling that their transactions are 
not taxable (D. 74, Finding of Fact 9'), 
SDG&E could ultimately be involved in 
hundred~ of private letter ruling 
proceeding's. To handle the additional' work 
associated with these proceedings woUld 
require adding or contracting for personnel 
at ratepayer expense. This, result is 
inconsistent with the decision's conclusion 
that contributors should bear the costs 
associated with their contributions, not 
the ratepayers. 

c. Cle§rly TaXable SitgatiOD~ 
Utilities agree that governmental transactions which are . 

~learly taxable pursuant to the Notice should be grossed-up for 
taxes. utilities state that it makes no sense to require written 

~assurance against an adverse +as determination when such IRS 
adverse determination ~ready exists.. Since the ~ has determined 

, . that service extension situations are taxable transactions, the 
utilities must now pay the taxes due on such transactions. 
Utilities are unanimous -in their opposition to Mountain view's 
request that a qross~up not be applied in service extension 
situations, simply because Mountain View does not aqree with the 
IRS ruling. 
SJlbsewent Filings 

On May 9,. 1988 the california Department of General 
Services (OGS) filed comments addressing Mountain View's Petition, 
requesting that the commission delay deciding this matter at its 
regularly scheduled meeting of May 11,. 1988, in order to consider 
the substance of 005' comments. DGS believes that we should grant 
Mountain View's Petition and.keep the two-year window open.(i.e. 
continue to require utilities to accept written assurance in 
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~situations that may stiil be treated as taxable to ~e utility in 
light ot the' ,Notice). DeS argues that a partial victory by the 
governmental entities sbould not be treated as a defeat in other 
situations, as the responding utilities implicitly urge. 
Additionally, DGS believes that more favorable ~ treatment is 
likely i~ the tuture, given Congressman Matsui's introduction of 
legislation eRR 3250) which would reverse the decision to treat 
contributions as gross income for all contributors, not just 
governmental entities. DeS states that HR ~250 has support from a 
variety of interests, making Nparticularly unttme1yN a mOdifieation 
of 0.8.7-09-02'6 to allow the collection of gross-up rather than 
provision of written assurances. 

Al ternatively, OGS suggests that we take no action on 
Mountain View's Petition at this. time, since passage of 1m: 3250 
would likely' result in modification of D.87-09-026, with respect to· 
all utility customers, not just governmental entities_ 

• 

' On May 31,. 1988 SOG&E filed ~ Response opposing DGS~ 
. requests for delay in implementation of the IRS Ruling. SOG&E, 

, .• 

asserts that even if successful, HR: 3250 would. be effective no, 
earlier than January 1.,. 1.989,. meaning that' 198-7 and 1988 
transactions will still be taxed in accordance with the IRS Ruling
FUrther, there are no. guarantees that HR: ~250 will pass. 

SDG&E urges us to implement the Ruling by identifying, 
consistent with that Ruling, when gross-up for taxes is permissible 
and wben it is not; and authorizing collection of gross-ups when 
appropriate. 

On a related front, on May 19, 1988, Mountain View filed 
a Motion to Convene Worksbops, citing the fact that the utilities 
responding to its Petition have expressed. differing views, and 
the introduction of ,HR 3250,. as noted. in DG$' comments. Mountain 
View believes that a workshop may be a useful approach for 
resolving the various differences among the parties., In a forma! 
response filed . June 2'0,. 1988 SOG&E opposes a workshop as premature, 
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•
~ 

. given the pende~cy of its alternative Petition; it also believes 
that the commission's order in this matter can and should resolve 
the very issues to be discussed in the worltshop. 
DiKUHion 

As the DGS' comments and the related sUl)sequent filings 
demonstrate, the issue we :face is whether, (and how) to ilnplement 
the IRS Ruling, or al ternati vely whether to· preserve the status quo 
while the congress considers BR 32S0. The Mountain View, Petition 
presents a variation on this theme, urging partial implementation 
of the IRS Rnling, where positive to the governmental entities' . . I, 

interests, and retention of the status quo (the two-year window) in 
areas where the Ruling is adverse to those interests S~ that 
legislative or regulatory alternatives can be explored. 

This decision'rejects both delay and partial 
ilnplementation in favor of' fUll implementation. In doing so, we 
accept SOG&E's arqument that worksh~ps, designed to resolve the 

• 

parties' differences, are unnecessary. The issues Mountai:n View 
proposes to discuss at such workshops are the very issues it, 
earlier presented to us in its Petition; we believe these issues 
have been thoroughly briefed by the various parties and are ripe 
for decision. Further, there is no reason to· delay implementation 
to pe~t the Ruling to be challenged on the legislative and 
regulatory fronts, where such delay unnecessarily exposes 
ratepayers to further risk in an area settled by the IRS. 

Althouqh Mountain View's and calTrans' (Petitioners) 
requests for Modi:fieation of 0.87-09-026 have been opposed by the 
utilities, the difference in positions taken by the parties are ~ot 
as great as it appears. Utilities aqree that 'they should not 
require any gross-up or ~itten contract to pay for relocations and 
undergroundinqs which are clearly nontaxable under the Notice,. as 
well as transactions clearly qualifying under I.R.C. Section 1031 
or l033. This includes most~ if not all, state highway relocation 
work as well as nearly all undergroundings of existing utility 
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o?":' 

~lines Paid for by special asses~ent districts or out of general 
qovernmental tunds. 'rhus, the treatment of this type of 
governmenta1 contributions is noncontroversial. 

There is similarly aqreement between petitioners and the 
utilities that certain transactions, namely service extension 
situations, are clearly taxable under the Notice. Utilities aqree 
that such contributions should now be <]rossed-up and paid by the 
governmental agencies since the IRS has now come forth with its 
adverse determination by making such transactions taxable to the 
utilities. Mountain View, however, requests that 0.87-09-02& not 
be modified to permit utilities to gross-up such transactions in 
order to enable the municipalities to. obtain regulatory or 
legislative relief from rRS's adverse determination. By.not 
modifying 0.87-09-026, the municipalities would have until 
september 9, '1989 before the utilities would be able to. collect on 
the ,tax gross-up of such contributions. 'rhe question at issue is 

• 

whether in'view of the- negative IRS ruling i;n. the Notice regarding 
service extension situations,. should utilities be prevented from, 
collecting such tax gross-up- until 5eptelliber 9, 1989 in order to 
permit the municipalitieS an opportunity to obtain a favorable r.RS 

determination? Since our primary goal in this matter is to protect 
the ratepayers from any ,undue risks, we believe the utilities 
should now be permitted to collect such tax gross-up without any 
further delay. 

Finally, we will address the more controversial situation 
where there is some doubt as to the taxability or nontaxability of 
the contributions. First, we concur that where there is any doubt 
as to the taxability of a contribution the utilities should be 
allowed to. make, a determination as to the form of security 
necessary to ensure that such amounts will be paid, if the ultimate 
resolution is that such transactions are taxable. We will leave it 
up to- the utility to determine whether it should use PG&E's 
approach of a; written assurance with no collection of the gross-up, 
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for taxes until a specified period of time has elapsed~ or SDG&E's 
, 

proposal to collect the ~ qross-up, subject to refund including 
interest should a favorable ruling be obtained, or a combination ot 
the two. methods. However, we share SDG&E's concerns about the 
adequacy of written assurances, and no. utility will be allowed to 
pass on to. ratepayers ~y costs or losses associated with accepting 
written ,assurances. This will provide equal protection tor 
ratepayers and shareholders, no matter' which method of accounting 
tor c~c a utility may choose. 

, '. ~erefore, r.r X$ ORD~ that D.87-09-026, as modified by 
0.87-12-028, is further modified as follows: 

1. , Additional Finding of Fact 10 is added to read': 

Wotficial notice is taken of Internal Revenue 
Service Notice 87-82, published in IRS Bulletin 
Nc>. 1987-51, DecelDber 21, 1987, which provides 
guidance with respect to treatment of 
contributions in aid of construction after 
enactment of section 824 of the Tax Reform. Act 
of 1986, Public Law Nc>. 99-514. w 

2. Additional Finding of Fact 11 is added to· read: 

wunder IRS Notice 87-82 there is general 
agreement that payments made by governmental 
entities which are a prerequisite to. the 
prOVision c>f services by the utility are 
taxable even though such tacilities are 
conducted for the benefit of the community at 
large .. w 

3. Additional Finding of Fact 12 is added to· read: 

W'l'here is general aqreement that under IRS 
Notice 87-82 relocation payments received by 
utilities under a government program tor 
placing utility lines underground or for the 
cost of relocating utility lines to accommodate 
the construction or expansion of a highway and 
not tor the provision of service shall not be 
treated as a contribution in aid of 
construction and, thus are clearly nontaxable. 
utilities shall not require wwritten 
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assurances* where the transaction is clearly 
nontaxable.* 

Additional Findinq of Fact l~ is added to read: 

"'Mountain View disagrees with the Notice that 
payments for extensions to new public Duildings 
are taxable. Mountain view requests that these 
payments be continued to be collected net of 
tax for two years from the issuance of 
D.87-09-02& to enable the municipalities to 
obtain regulatory or leqislative relief from 
the IRSrs adverse determination reqardinq 
payments for line extensions. * 

5. Additional Findinq of Fact 14 is added to, read: 

*While' the Not'ice clarifies the taxability or 
nontaxability of certain contributions,. there 
is still a qrey area that needs further 
resolution invol vinq undergroundinq or 
relocation and the provision of service.* 

6. Modify Findinq of Fact 9 to- read as follows: 

*Al though no methOds were introduced during the 
hearings that showed DY clear and convincinq 
evidence that the IRS would not impose a tax on 
a particular transaction, except that 
contributions resulting from condemnation or 
the threat or imminence thereof or which are 
for a public Denefit appear to be exempt from 
tax, IRS Notice 87-82 has clarified the 
taxability or nontaxability of certain 
contributions from governmental agencies 
although some uncertainty still remains 
regarding the tax treatment of certain types of 
relocations and underqroundings. Where there 
is still uncertainty as to whether a tax risk 
remains, we will allow the utilities to' make a 
determination as to whether they will require 
the payment of the tax gross-up or be satisfied 
with a written assurance against adverse IRS 
determination to be obtained within a t~e span 
desiqnated by the utility before the tax qross
up must be paid subject to refund should a 
favorable ruling be obtained. We caution the 
utilities that ,whatever choice they make, the 
ratepal"er ,,', may not be charged with Dack taxes, 
penaltl.es,. or interest .. * 
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~, 

• ~Jl!!iom! <It LMr 

• 

~. 

'2. 

Modify Conclusion of Law 2 to read' ,as follows: 

NAll contributions and refundable advances 
should be assumed to be subj ect to tederal 
income tax until the IRS rules otherwise, 
except that contributions by governmental 
agencies which result from condemnation or the 
threat or imminence of condemnation, or for 
relocating ~tility facilities or underqrounding 
under a government proqram and does not 
reasonably relate to the provision of service 
should not be considered taxable. If the 
utility believes that there is a risk of 
taxability of a transaction, it may request 
adequate written assurance (a contractual 
promise to pay) from the governmental agency 
that the risk of a contrary IRS rulinq will be 
borne' by the qovernmental agency or in the 
al tex:nati ve require the paYlilent of the tax 
gross-up. If a favorable IRS determination 
applicable to a ~articular type of government ' 
agency contribut~on is not received within a 
time fralne specified, l:Iy the utility, such 
transaction is presumed taxable and subj ect to 
gross-up until a favorable IRS determination is 
received. In the case where the gross-up' is 
paid and a favorable determination is 
subsequently received,. such payment is subject 
to refund plus applicable interest. N 

Add Conclusion of Law 20 to read: 

IPIRS Notice 87-82 has clarified the taxability 
or nontaxability of contributions made by 
governmental agencies for typical highway 
relocation or undergroundings and for 
extensions for new services; however, it leaves 
uncertain the taxability of certain other 
relocation and underqroundinq work even though 
payments are made by a governmental agency.N 

3. Add Conclusion of Law 2~ to read: 

WUtilities should not require written assurance 
nor collect for tax qross-upwhere'tbe 
transaction is clearly nontaxable. N 
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4. Add Conclusion of Law 22 to read: 

~ilities should collect for tax gross-up where 
the transaction is clearly taxable even though 
the governmental agency making the contribution 
may disagree with IRS Notice 87-82. w 

5. Add Conclusion of Law 23 to read: 

~ere the taxability of a transaction is 
uncertain, utilities may either collect the tax 
gross-up subject to refund plus interest, or in 
the alternative obtain written assurance that 
any tax gross-up would be paid. if a favorable 
IRS· ruling is not received within a time period 
specified by the utility. No utility should be 
allowed to- pass on to,-the ratepayers any 
costs or losses associated with accepting 
written assurances .. " 

Additional ordering Paragra»h 

rr %S ORDERED that the following additional 
paragraphs be inserted in 0 .. 87-09-026-: 

ordering 

*10. Utilities shall'notrequire any gross-up, of" 
contributions by a qovernmental agency to- a 
utility or written assurance of payment of such 
gross-up for relocation or underqrounaing work 
and which does not relate to the ~rovision of 
service by the utility. Where wrl.tten 
assurances have been obtained tor such 
contributions, they shall be negated. W 

W11. Where a transaction is clearly taxable,. 
utilities shall require payment of the gross-up 
for taxes or collect on any written assurances 
obtained from a governmental agency for 
contributions made by a governmental agency to 
a utility related to the provision ot services 
by the utility.w 

W12.. Where the taxability of a contribution of a 
governmental agency to· a utility is uncertain, 
-a utility may require payment of the tax qross
up or require a. written assurance by the 
government agency to pay suCh gross-up, if a 
favorable ~inq is not received within a time 
frame specified by the utility. Payment of 
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"13. 

"14. 

such ~oss-up would be sUbject to retund 
including applicable interest upon receipt of a 

, favorable IRS ruling' and any written assurance 
similarly negated. No utility shall be allowed 
to- pass on to the ratepayers any costs or 
losses associated with accepting written 
assuranees." 

Respondents shall file appropriate revised 
tariffs· to eomply with this order." 

In all other respects 0.87-09-025, as modified 
- ))y 0.87-12-028., remains in full force and . 
effect." 

This order is effective today. 
Dated JUL 81988 ' at san Francisco-, California. 
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bejn~_necessarily absent. diO,~ 
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, CER:r~FYTHAT THIS OEC!~:Cl'>" . 
WAS-APPROVeD-BY TI-f:;;.AtNVIT 

tJ~t;;;; , 
'Victor Wc)j::~r .... Cx«utivtI DirQCTor 
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Decision _____ _ 
/ 

BEFORE ~HE PUBLIC OTILI~IES COMMISSION OF ~HE S~ATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation o~'~e Commission's own ) / 
motion into the methods to be utilized) / 
by the commission to establish the ) 
proper level of expense for ratemaking ) I/ •. S6-11-019 
purposes tor public utilities and ) (Filed/November 14, 1986) 
other requlated Gntities due to the ) 
changes resulting from the 1986 Tax ) 
Reform Act. ) 

----------------------------------) 
ORDER ON PE:rrl'ION FOR MODIFICATION 

QF PEgSlON 87-09-026 OF THE' crt'Y OF HO'QN'l'AIN 'Vl'EJ! 

/ 
On February 2, 1988, the/City ot Mountain View (Mountain 

. I 
View) filed its Petition for Modification of Decision (0.) 

/ 
87-09-026, dated September 10, ,1987. Mountain View requests that 
0.87-09-026 be modified to reflect Internal Revenue Service (IRS) 
Notice 87-8.2, IRS Bulletin No!. 1987-51 '(Oe~eml:>er 21, 1.987) 

'I . 
(Notice). Mountain View contends,that the Notice confirms that 
contributions paid to pUbtlc uti'lities by governmental entities for 

I 

relocating or undergrounding utility facilities or in connection 
with threatened cond~~tion should , not be considered to be taxable 
under Section 824 of the ~ax Reform Act of 1986, Public taw No,. 
99-514 ('I'RA-86).- / . 

Mountain/View requests that ?8.7-09-026 be modified so 
that: l 

(a) Utilities be permanently barred from 
charging a gross-up on payments by a 
;governmental entity to a public utility 

/
IWhere the payment Ndoes not reasonably 
relate to the provisions of services by 

/ (the) utility ••• but rather relates to the 
/ benefit of the public at large. N (Notice 

/r 
at ll.) 

(b) Bar any gross-up of payments made by 
governmental entities that meet the 

/ 
/ - 1 -
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criteria of Section 1031 or 1033 of the 
Internal Revenue Code (I.R.C.). 

(c) Utilities n~ longer be permitted to 
require *written assurance that the risk 
of contrary IRS ruling will be borne by 
the government agency ••• * regarding these 
sorts of payments. The risk ofj*contrary 
IRS, ruling* has been eliminated by the 
Notice for these types of payments by 
governmental entities. -- j1 . 

Mountain view requests that the/commission not modify 
0.87-09-026 regarding contributions fo~xtending service to' new 
governmental projects, since it does yot agree with the IRS 
findings. Payments for extensions ;0 new public buildings should 
continue to be collected by the uti~ities net of tax for tw~ years 
from the issuance of 0.87-09~026!provided that governmental , 
entities provide adequate written assurance that they will pay any 
tax the IRS ultimately determi!es to be due. . This will' allo~ time 
for the municipalities to obtain'regulatory or legislative relief 
from the· IRS'S advers_e dete~ina.t10n regarding payments for line 
extensions., ~ , 

The State of ~lifornia :by and through the Department c,f 
I 

Transportation (cal'I'ran~ also filed a petition requesting 
modifications similar ~o Mountain View's and also in support of 
Mountain view's petition for Modification of 0.87-06-026 with 
respect to forbiddin~ any gross-up of payments made :by governmental 
entities that meet Fe criteria of Section 1031 or 1033 of the 
I .R. C. Since cal'I'J='an5 ' petition is similar to Mountain View's 
petition, it will/not be repeated. 

I 

Re§pODses t~ PetitionS tor Moditieatign 
Respo~es t~ the Petitions for MOdifi~ation were filed by 

I 

Pacific Gas and Electric Company (PG&E), Southern california Gas 
I 

company (Socar), and san Diego Gas & Electric Company (SOG&E). 
While the u~lities were generally in agreemen~ in their responses 
t~the p~ons for Modification, there were several areas in 
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which their recommendations differed. In those situations the 
utilities will be identified by company names. // , 

Utilities are in general agreement that the Notice 
clarifies the nontaxable nature of governmen~{ payments for many 
relocations including highway relocation an~ost government-

/ 

sponsored undergroundings. MoreOVer, the utilities are in 
agreement that the Notice is not as broa~sweeping as Mountain View 
suggests, sin~e it includes conditiona~anquage which clearly . 
limits the extent of potential exclusi'On. Based upon the 
conditional language included in the;lNotice, utilities believe that 
relocations and underqroundings performed in connection with a 
development requiring new utilit~services may still be taxable, 
even though payments for such reiocation and undergrounding work 

/ 
are made·by a governmental agency-

Utilities further ~gree that transactions qualifying 
I • 

under Sections 1031 and 10~ of the I.R.C. should be treated under 
those provisions and not as a taxable contribution. However, the 

, I' 

utilities note,that for this exemption to apply, there must :eirst 
'I ' 

be a.d~termination that;the transaction qualifies under these Code 
provJ.sl.ons. / 

Utilities agree that the Notice clarifies the taxability 
of payments by governmental agencies for line extensions providing , 
new services. Tbisfs the case whether or :t:lot the utility service 
is for the public benefit. 

/ . 
Pro.Poa1s to Impl,ment the Notic~ 

A. U9Dtanble Situations 
In CirCUmstances involving relocations and 

underqroundings/wbich are clearly nontaxable under the Notice as 
well as transactions clearly qualifying under I.R.e. Section 1031 

I • ' • • or 1033, PG&E /WJ.ll requJ.re nel.ther a "gross-up" nor a written 
"contract to fay-" Such cirCUlllStances include most, if not all, 
state highway relocation work as ~ell as nearly all undergroundings 
of exist~utility lines paid for by special assessment districts 

I' - 3 -
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or out of general governmental funds. When the transaction is 
clearly nontaxable, there is no disagreement a:monq./the three 
utilities filing responses as to the appropriateness of this 

approach. / 
B. TAxability uncertain 

In circumstances where relocations or undergroundings 
, / 

appear to ~e exempt from tax under the Notice ~ut where some do~t 
exists, PG&E proposes to require a ne~less dnerous form of 
wwritten assurance* from a governmental agency. Such form will not 
require that the government agency ;!eceive a *favorable IRS 
determination* by September 9, 19&9, but will merely cover the 
situation where there is an unex/ected, adverse IRS determination. 

/ 
Under PG&E's proposal the government agency would be released from 
its wwritten assurance"', if i-i could obtain a favorable IRS ruling. 
In those circumstances wherelPG&E continues to have reasonable 

I 

doubt regarding the nontaxabilitY,Of ~ governmental transaction, 
, . ' , / 

PG&E would 'request that the 'governmental agency receive,a favorable 
IRS dete~nation within/a reasonable period. PG&E wOUld.coll~ct 

/ 
the 9%oss-up only i~ such a favorable determination could not be 

I ' 
obtained.. Socal ' s pos'i tion is sixni,lar to PG&E' s. 

SOG&E's poJition differs from the other tw~ utilities in 
situations where th~ taxability of the governmental transaction is 
uncertain and the Jtility believes a reasonable risk ot taxability 
exists. In that ~ituation SOG&E believes the utility 'should be 

• I • perm1tted to gross-up for taxes. SOG&E's reasons for allow1ng 
gross-up are: / ' 

1. Written assurances are an interim measure 
/f::.o be utilized only until the IRS issues a 
I~otice of Revenue RUling. Such notice has I been issued. 

2J Continuing to accept written assurances 
when there is a reasonable risk that the 
transaction is taxable is inconsistent with 
the decision's'tinding that the best 
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.. 

procedure to reduce ratepayer riskl ana. /,/ 
protect the utility is to require the / 
utilities to collect the tax qross-uplon 
all contributions (0. at 57). ~ 

3. Grossing-up governmental contributions when 
the utility believes there is a;reasonable 
risk of taxability is. consiste,nt with 
prudent tax collection practices. Vendors 
collect all pertinent taxes/Unless the 
vendee can prove the transaction is tax 
exempt. Any other practice puts the" venaor 
(utility company) at risk for payment of 
tax. I . 

'4. It would be impractical, costly, and overly 
burdensome for SOG&E/to accept written 
assurances pending further IRS direetion. 
The only likely additional IRS direction is 
"Private Letter RUlings" because the IRS 
has alreaa.y issuea a generic Revenue Ruling 
(*Notice"). Pri~ate letter rulings are 
fact specific arid not binaing even when 
identical factS exist in another 
tranSaction. lEach transaction requires a 
separate private letter ruli~q proceeding. 
~ch yeajDC&E enqaq"" in hundreds of . 

1 SDG&E and PG&E dJ..saqree regard:Lng the acceptance ·of wr:Ltten 
assurances when taxabft,lity of the transaction is uncertain. The 
reason may be because PG&E has chosen Method Five and SOG&E the 
Ma:z::o:yland Method. 'l'be Maryland Method places the risk of not 
collecting the amounts secured by the written assurances on the 
utilities' shareho~dersi Methoa. Five places this risk on the 
ratepayers. / . 

2 A written assurance gives SOG&E nothinq more than a riqht-to
sue. Given the~osts of litigation and the technical nuances of 
90vernmenta~ budgeting which can defeat a valid claim tor money, a 
riqht-to-sue to collect tax dollars may not ~e worth the paper on 
which the "written assurances" are written. 

I 

If othet utilities are willing to accept written assurances in 
lieu of grossinq~up contributions for taxes, they shoula. be 
permitted to QO so. However, no utility should be allowed to, pass 
on to ratepayers any costs or losses associated with accepting 
written assuranees. 

, / .I 
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projects involvin~ governmental entities 
where the taxabi11ty of the transaction may 
be at issue. Because the decision 
presently requires utilities that receive ",/ 
written assurances to Ncooperate" with the / 
governmental entities attempting to- obtai~ 
an IRS ruling that their transactions a~e 
not taxable (D .. 74, Finding of Fact 9) / 
SDG&E could ultimately be involved in/ 
hundreds of private letter ruling ;I 
procee~ings. ~o handle the additional work 
associated with these proceedings/would 
require adding or contracting for personnel 
at ratepayer expense. This resUlt is 
inconsistent with the decision'S conclusion 
that contributors should be~ the costs 
associated with their cont~butions, not 

" 

the ratepayers. / 

- c.. ClearlY Taxable Situations _ , 
Utilities agree that governmental transactions which are 

clearly taxable ,pursuant to· the N~'ice should be grossed-up 'for 
taxes. Utilities state that it makes no sense to require written 

I ' 

assurance against an adverse IRS determination when such IRS 
adverse determination ~lreadY!~xists. Since the IRS has determined 
that service extension situ~tions are taxable transactions, the 
utilities must now pay the ~xes due on such transactions. 
Utilities are unanimous i~their opposition to Mountain View~s 
request that a gross-up ~t be applied in service extension 
situations, simply ?eca~se Mountain View does not agree with the 

IRS ruling. L 
Disqgssion 

Although ountain View's and calTrans' (Petitioners) 
requests tor Modification of D.87-09-026 have been opposed by the 

• I . 

utilities, the difference in pOSitions taken by the parties are not 
. Ii' i as great as 1t ?pears. ot l1t es agree that they should not 

require any gr~ss-up, or written contract to pay for relocations and 
undergrounding~ whicn are clearly nontaxable under the Notice, as 

.' I . 
well a~ trans ctions clearly qualifying under I.R.C. Section 1031 
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/ 

or 1033. Tnis includes most, if not all, state highw~relocation 
work as well as nearly'all undergroundings of existing utility 
lines paid for by special assessment districts or ~t of general 

, / 
governmental funds. Thus, the treatment of thi7type of 
governmental contributions is noncontroversial. 

There is similarly agreement between petitioners and the 
utilities that certain transactions, namely;£ervice extension 
situations, are clearly taxable under the Notice. utilities agree 

/ 
that such contributions should now be grossed-up and paid by the 
governmental agencies s~nce the IRS ha~ow come forth with its 
adverse determination by making such transactions taXable to· the 
utilities.. Mountain View, however, r~quests that 0 .. 87-09-026 not 
be m.oditied to- permit utilities to fross-up such transac.tions. in 
order to enable the municipalitie~to-.obtain regulatory or 
legislative reliet tr?m IRS's ad~erse determination ... By not 
modifying 0.87-09-026, themuni~palities would have until 

I 

.September 9, 1989 before the utilities would be able to col~ect on 
the tax gross~u~ ot such eont~butions. .The question at ·i~sue is 
Whether in view of the negative IRS ruling in the Notice regarding 
service extension situations!, should utilities be prevented from 

/ . 
collecting such tax gross-up until September 9, 1989 ~n order to 
permit the municiPalitiesr opportunity to· obtain a favorable IRS 
determination? Since 0wr~rimary goal in this matter is to- protect 
the ratepayers from any undue risks, we believe the utilities . 
should now be permitted/to- collect such tax gross-up without any 
further delay. / 

Finally, we/will address the more controversial situation 
where there is some doubt as to the taxability or nontaxability ot 
the contributions.. ,First, we concur that where there i~ any doubt 
as to the taxability of a contribution the utilities should be 

) , 

allowed to make a determination as to· the form of security 
I 

necessary to ensure that such amounts will be paid, it the ultimate 
I 

resolution is. that such transactions are taxable. We will leave it 
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up to the utility to determine whether it should use PG&E's 
approach ot a written assurance with no, collection of the gross-up 

I 

for taxes until a specified period of time has elapsed~ or SOG&E's 
.I 

proposal to collect the tax qross-up subject to refund including 
interest should a favorable ruling be obtained, o~a combination of 
the two methods. ':rhe determining factor Should/b'e whether the 
action taken unduly increases the risk to the~atepayers. 

'Therefore, IT':IS ORDERED that D.87i09-02Ei-, as modified by 
0.87-12-028, is further modified as follow~ 

1. Additional Finding of Fact 10 is! added to read: 
, / 

*Official notice is taken of Internal Revenue 
Service Notice 87-82, published in IRS Bulletin 
No. 1987-51, December 21, 1~..s7, which provides 
guidance with respect to tr,eatment of 
contributions in aid of construction after 
enaetlnent of Section 824 of. the Tax Reform Act 
ot 1986, Public Law No. 99-S14.~ 

. 2. Additional Finding of. F~t 11 is added to read: 

WOnder 'rRs·Notice·87-8z1there is general 
agreement that pay.men~s made by governmental 
entities whieb are a ;prerequisite to the 
provision of services by the utility are 
taxable' even though/such facilities are 
conducted for the benefit of the community at 
large. * i 

I 
I 

3. Additional Finding of Fact 12 is added to read: 
. / 

WThere is general! agreement that under IRS 
Notice 87-82 relocation payments received by 
utilities under a government program for 
placing utility lines underground or for the 
cost of relocating utility lines to accommodate 
the construction or expansion of a hiqhway and 
not for the provision of service shall not be 
treated as a/contribution in aid of 
construction! and thus are clearly nontaxable. 
Utilities shall not require Nwritten 
assuranceswi. where the transaction is. clearly 
nontaxable.* 

/ 
I 

I 
I 

/ - S -
/ 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

Aaai tional Finding of Fact 13 is added to read/: /' 

WMountain View disa~ees with the Notice that 
payments for extensions to new public buildin~s 
are taxable.. Mountain View requests that th,ese 
payments be continued to be collected net ot 
tax for two years from the issuance ot I 
0.87-09-026 to enable the municipalities %0 
obtain requlatory or legislative relief 1rom 
the IRS's adverse determination regarding 
paym~nts for line extensions.* ;I' 
Additional Finding of Fact 14 is added to read: 

HWhile the Notice clarifies the tax~lity or 
nontaxability of certain contribut~ons, there 
is still a ~ey area that needs ~urther 
resolution ~nvolving undergroundirig.or 
relocation and the provision of service.* 

. .. / 1 Modl.fy F1nd~ng of Fact 9 to read as fo lows: 

*Although no methods were intr~uced durin~ the 
hearings that showed by clear and convinc~ng 
evidence that the IRS would ~ot:impose a tax on 
a particular transaction, except that 
contributions resulting from condemnation or 
the threat or imminence thereof'or which are 
for a public benefit appear to be exempt from 
tax, IRS Notice 87-82 has/clarified the 
taxabilit~ or nontaxabilfty of certain 
contribut1ons from gove~ental agencies 
althou~h some uncertainty still remains 
regard1ng the tax treatment of certain types of 
relocations and undergroundings. Where there 
is still uncertainty as to whether a tax risk 
remains, we will allow the utilities to make a 
determination as to whether they will require 
the paYlllent of the tax ~oss-up or be satisfied 
with a written assu~ance against adverse IRS 
determination to· berobtained within a time span 
designated by the ~tility before the tax gross
up must be paid subject to' refund should a 
favorable ruling be obtained. We caution the 
utilities that whatever choice they make, the 
ratepayer may notlbe charged with back taxes, 
penalties, or interest.* 

/ 

f 
I 
! 

/ 
/ 
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Conclusions of' Law 

1. Modify Conelusion'ot Law 2 to read as tOllows: 
,. 

HAll contri):,utions and refundable advances 
should be assumed to be subject to- federal 
• • I, l.ncome tax untl.l the IRS rules otherwl.se, 
except that contributions ~y/governmental 
agencies which result from condemnation or the 
threat or tmminence of condemnation, or for 
reloeatinq utility ~acilities or undergroundinq 
under a government proqram and does not 
reason~ly relate to the/provision of service 
should not ~e considered taxable. It the 
utility ~elieves that/there is a risk of 
tax~ility of a transaction, it may request 
adequate written assurance (a contractual 
promise to pay) fro~'the governmental agency' 
that the risk ot a ~ontrary IRS ruling will be 
borne ~y the goverumental aqency or in the 
alternative requi:e the payment ot the tax 
gToss-up.. If a favorable IRS determination 
applicable to'a particular type of government 
agency contribution is not received within a 
time frame specxfied by the utility, such 

. ,transaction is presumed taxable and subj ect to 
gross-up until/a favorable IRS determination is· 
received. In/the case where the gross-up' is 
paid and a favor~le determination is . 
subsequently ,Il:eceived, such payment is subject 
to refund plus applicable interest.* 

2. Add conclus1on of taw 20 to, read: 
/ 

HIRS Notice~7-82 has clarified the taxability 
or nontaxability of contributions made by 
governmental agencies for typical highway 
relocation or undergroundings "and for 
extensions for new services, however leaves 
uncertain the tax~ility of certain other 
relocation and undergrounding work even though 
payments! are :made by a governmental agency. H. 

! 

3. Add Conclusion ot Law Zl to read: 

WOtilities should not require written assurance 
nor collect for tax gross-up where the 
transaction is clearly nontaxable~H 

/ - 10 -
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4. Add Conclusion of Law 22 to read: 

WOtilities should collect for tax "gross-up where 
the transaction is clearly taxable even though 
the ~overnmental agency making' the contribution 
may disagree with IRS Notice/S7-S2. N 

5. Add Conclusion of Law 23 t! read: 

"Where the taxability of I transaction is 
uncertain, utilities may either collect the tax 
gross-up subject to- re"tund plus interest, or in 
the alternative obtain written. assurance that 
any tax gross-up woutd be paid if a favorable 
rRS ruling is not r~ceived within a time period 
specified by the u~lity.N 

.. " rd· . / Add+tlonal Q~g fpragrqRh . 
XT X$ ORDERED ~t the following additional ordering 

paragraphs be inserted in!O.87-09-026: 
.I 

N10. Utilities shal~ not require any gross-up of 
contributions/.:by a governmental agency to a 
utility or wii tten assurance of payment of suCh 
gross-up forireloeation or undergrounding work 
and which ades not' relate to the provision of 
service by the utility. Where written 
assurances /have :been obtained for such 
contributions, they shall be neqated.N 

N1l. Where a tJansaction is clearly taxable, 

~~~l~:~!~~a~~li:~i~; ~~ru~it~;n~:s~~~~~;~P 
obtainedffrom a 90vernmental aqeney for 
contributions made :by a governmental agency to
a utility related to the prOVision of services 
by the utility.6 

f 
6l2. Where the taxability of a contribution of a 

governmental agency to a utility is uncertain, 
a utild. ty :may require pa;yl1\ent of the tax gros5-
up or irequire a written assurance by the 
government agency to pay such gross-up if a 
favorable ruling is not received within a time 
frame specified by the utility. Payment of 
such/gross-up would be subject to refund 

I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
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including applicable interest u~on receipt of a 
favorable IRS ruling and any wr1tten assurance 
similarly negated.* 

*13. Res~ondents shall file appropriate revised 
tar1ffs to comply with this order. *, / 

*14. In all other respects D.~7-09-02o~ as modified 
by D.S7-12-02S~ remains in full force and 
effect.· / , 
This order is effective today. j/ 
Dated , at San Francisco~ California. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

, 

/ 
/ 

I 

! 
I 
/ 
/ 

I 
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